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Abstract
We present a systemic threat theory to explain the introduction of Proportional Representation
(PR). If facing a revolutionary threat, incumbents agree to enact electoral reforms such as PR to
secure the stability of the system, even if this could imply their own personal electoral loss. We
argue that the theory can help explain the largest wave of PR adoptions in history, namely in the
years immediately after the Bolshevik revolution in 1917. Due to signaling error from intra-labor
conflict and reliance on cognitive shortcuts, incumbents came to over-estimate the true
revolutionary threat elsewhere in Europe. Simultaneously, reformist parliamentarian socialists
came to push for PR to weaken the radicals within their party that wanted to use extraparliamentary means to take power. Both incumbents and reformist socialists could therefore all
support the same system: Reformist to legitimize parliamentarianism, and incumbents as a deradicalization device. We test this using rich qualitative and quantitative data from Norway’s
adoption of PR in 1919. We show that elites coordinated on PR as a co-opting device, and
reformist came to prefer PR and eschew reforming the existing SMD system. Analyzing roll-calldata, we find that MPs facing local revolutionary threat in their constituency were more likely to
vote for PR.
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Introduction
There are currently two main theories for the adoption of Proportional Representation (PR) that
highlight the role of socialist parties. The first one is what we may refer to as the “electoral threat”
theory.i Here bourgeoisie parties try to maintain power in the face of rising social democratic
parties, opting for PR as a second-best solution. The second one may be called a “systemic threat”
theory.ii Far from all socialist parties in the early 20 th century remained committed to democracy,
potentially posing an existential threat to the system, with elites adopting PR as a counter-response.
This study aims to further develop the systemic threat theory. We do this in two ways. First, we
spell out the rational and non-rational ways that elites came to fear a revolution, and how PR came
to be seen as a solution to this threat. We highlight how a good-cop-bad-cop organizational
structure in the Labor movement played on both rational and non-rational beliefs among the elites.
We use the word elite to denote members of the incumbent coalition and their supporters.
Our second contribution is to test the systemic threat theory by leveraging a highly detailed data
on the introduction of PR. Specifically, we combined the 1919 roll call vote to introduce PR in
Norway with geolocated data on industrial conflict and worker and soldier councils to estimate
the impact of the visible, local, revolutionary threat that MPs experienced in their constituencies.
As highlighted by Barzachka, systemic and electoral threat are separate theoretical concepts, and
one need not go together with the other.iii Our design allows us to disentangle the role played by
electoral threat from that of systemic threat on elite’s propensity to vote for PR reform.
Undertaking a detailed process tracing analysis, using extensive material on statements from MPs
and other political elites made in parliament, media, speeches and secret meetings, we document
how certain elites reasoned in line with our argument.iv We also show how preferences for electoral
rules changed over time, both for elites and socialists.
Our third contribution is to the literature on socialist parties and electoral systems. As documented
by Penades, the Norwegian socialists’ support for PR deviate from the tendency of worker parties
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with linkages to strong unions to support majoritarian systems.v We argue that support for PR
depended not only on external factors, but also intra-party power-dynamics. With the rise of the
radicals within the party, which professed to extra-parliamentary strategies, the reformists needed
to strengthen the viability of the parliamentary option to remain in power.
All in all, we find strong evidence that MPs whom experienced industrial conflicts and soldiers’
councils in their constituencies were much more likely to vote for PR, even when we control for
the socialist constituency electoral support, the number of unionized workers, the size of the
industrial workforce, and regional fixed effects. The process analysis strongly suggests that
industrial conflicts and soldiers’ councils were interpreted as signs of brewing revolution, both
among elites and in the general media, and that PR came to be the perceived remedy for a fullblown systemic collapse. Focusing socialists’ preferences for PR, we show how they preferred
reforming the existing Single Member District (SMD) runoff system up to 1918 and came to
support PR after the rise of the radicals. Contrary to existing literature on the Norwegian case,
electoral threat played only a minimal role, and our results does not hinge on whether party-leaders
were more likely to vote for PR.vi

Which socialist threat?
The electoral threat theory and the systemic threat theory both acknowledge that electoral reform
is enacted when the political elite face growing competition from an excluded social group. In the
context of the 19th and 20th century, this growing social group tended to be the working class. The
two theories differ in their interpretation of what type of threat these socialists presented, but both
threats can appear in tandem or separate.
The electoral threat theory, associated with Rokkan and formalized by Boix, highlights how
bourgeoisie parties tried to maintain power in the face of rising social democratic parties, opting
for PR as the second-best solution. Recent innovative studies all find support for various
explanation originating in the electoral incentives of party-members.vii
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The systemic threat theory models electoral competition and regime transition as distinct but
nested games. Incumbents in an existing electoral system have two goals: First, their own personal
survival (short-term re-election) in the system and second, the long-term survivability of the
political and economic system. A systemic collapse nullifies not only their political power, but also
economic and social utility they derive from the existing systems. Their utility from long-term
survivability of the system is therefore greater than the utility of personal survivability within that
system. Should these two goals come into conflict, systemic survivability is to be preferred.
If the electoral system excludes an opposition group that can threaten the survivability of the
system, the incumbents will either repress this opposition or admit a tactical seat-loss to strengthen
their bargaining power in a potential regime transition. viii Since system stability is preferred over
personal survival, they will do this no matter the electoral threat posed by the opposition.

Do we need systematic threat?
There are two reasons for why we believe the electoral threat theory is an insufficient explanation
for the adoption of PR, and why the systemic threat is necessary. First, elites could respond to
electoral threat with re-districting instead of electoral rule reform.ix Similarly, recent studies have
highlighted the ability of elites to coordinate against the socialist, either running joint candidates,
or especially in cases with plurality runoffs allowing parties and voters to coordinate on the most
viable elite candidate.x The same is not true of the systemic threat theory, as elite electoral
coordination or redistricting would only further paint the system as illegitimate. To appease
radicals, reforms would have to increase socialist influence, and reducing disproportionality was
(usually) a readily available option.
Second, the systemic threat theory makes sense the timing of reforms. Current theories tend to
focus on stable predictors for or against PR, failing to incorporate factors that explain timing or
mass adoption of electoral rules. For example, Cox, Fiva and Smith argue that the Norwegian 1919
PR reform was motivated party building concerns, with party-elites wanting to strengthen party
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legislative cohesion by increasing their role in candidate nomination.xi However, party-elites had
this incentive to strengthen their control over nominations for the whole period leading up to
1919. It is therefore unable to explain the timing of the Norwegian reform.
The systemic threat theory would instead argue that elites come to support inclusive strategies in
periods of heightened revolutionary threat. We focus on one such period, 1918—1922, and argue
that the systemic threat theory can explain the timing of one of the greatest waves of PR adoptions
in history.

Waves of PR adoption
While both the electoral- and systemic threat theory regard PR as a subcase of democratization
and aim to be generalizable beyond the introduction of PR, most exemplify the theory using the
bourgeoisie and the Labor movement as the principal actors contesting the change, usually in the
context of early 20th century Europe. The selection of time-period is not a coincidence. The early 20th
century, and more specifically the years right after the Russian revolution, saw history’s second
largest wave of PR being introduced. In Figure 1 we show the number of countries using a PRformula for their lower-chamber parliamentary election. The sample is based on countries that
existed in 1899, using data from V-Dem.xii 1918 stands out together with 1945 as years with marked
increases in our sample. These shifts are confirmed by a Bayesian changepoint analysis (see appendix

Figures B2 and B3).
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Figure 1 Number of countries using PR formula for their lower-chamber parliamentary election. The sample is based on countries that existed in 1899,
using data from V-Demxiii

Our theoretical mechanisms make sense of why so many countries reformed in 1918. At the time,
the worker parties were still questioning their commitment to parliamentarianism,xiv and were
bifurcated between reformists, who pursued a parliamentary road to power, and radicals, who
wanted revolutionary action. The discontent with parliamentarism had usually been exacerbated
by electoral systems aimed at worker exclusion.
We argue that the Russian revolution in 1917 strengthened the radical wing within worker parties.
The radicals, who felt disenfranchised by a political system that excluded them, were mesmerized
by a successful proletarian revolution in the east and adopted a revolutionary rhetoric and
organized outside of established unions and parties,xv hoping to use these organizations to capture
the already existing organizations. The conservative elite came to over-estimate the revolutionary
potential of the left, due to cognitive shortcuts spurred by the situation. This process gained further
momentum as reformists, fearing for their position within the party, overplayed the reality of the
revolutionary threat.
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Systemic threat in the early 20th century Europe.
In this section, we describe the ideological and organizational split between reformists and radicals
within worker parties, why many incumbent elites came to believe in a systemic threat, and how
we think these developments shaped the actors’ preferences for electoral reform.
The primary difference between the reformists and radicals was their view on
parliamentarianism.xvi Simplified, radicals saw extra-parliamentary action, including revolution, as
a legitimate strategy for achieving social change. They believed that civil war was likely, as elites
were unlikely to accept peaceful change, and the dictatorship of the proletariat was a necessary byproduct of elite counter-revolutionary action.xvii Radicals therefore pursued a program of extraparliamentary change, with an end-point of governance through various councils that would
regulate employment and social conditions.
The reformists believed that the parliamentary direction was the best way to achieve social change,
and that democracy was compatible with a social democratic vision of economic equality. Such a
democracy, however, was only possible under an electoral system that allowed labor to use their
electoral strength to push through policies. They therefore initially supported various forms of
majoritarian systems.
Radicals and reformists tended to diverge in their organizational linkages. The trade unions were
often the reformist voice of the worker movement, working to improve the conditions of the
laborer within the wage-system through industrial action or collective bargaining. The radicals
instead derived their position from more ad hoc organizations such as the soldier, work, or
company councils. These councils were supposed to take a central role in the post-revolutionary
period.
Reformists and radicals competed for party leadership.xviii The Revolution of 1917 strengthened
the radical wing for at least two reasons. First, as the revolution spread, radicals had hard evidence
of the effectiveness of the extra-parliamentary course of action, while the reformists’ position was
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hampered by disfavorable electoral systems. Second, the radicals would receive support from the
Soviet Union both in terms of materials such as arms, and organizational expertise through
organizations such as the Comintern. The power balance therefore shifted in the radicals’ direction
after the Russian revolution both in terms of ideological appeal and organizational strength.
When elites perceived that they faced the choice between a Labor movement committed to
parliamentary or extra-parliamentary tactic, their interest lay in the parliamentary option winning
out. One mechanism of doing so was to decrease the cost of pursuing the parliamentary tactic by
opening the electoral system,xix which would strengthen the reformist position within Labor. PR,
we argue, was a mechanism to strengthen the legitimacy of parliamentary rule, similar to social
policy reforms enacted in the same period.xx The reformists therefore had incentives to exaggerate
the revolutionary threat posed by their comrades. If they can convince the elites that the radicals
represent a threat, elites might grant them greater concessions.
Initially, prior to intra-labor conflict, we argue that reformists should preferer some form of
majoritarian system. This was common where socialist parties had strong union-party linkages with
unions that had strong mobilization potential.xxi The simple reasoning is that the party can water
the cost of building a broad electoral base if they can rely on unions to shore up support among
its core members. In these contexts, party strategists could take a long-term perspective of aiming
to achieve parliamentary majority with SMD. However, the runoff system in many European
systems allowed liberal and conservative politicians to coordinate between themselves on the most
popular candidate, against socialists. The focus for these socialists was therefore to remove the
runoff system. With a long-time horizon, such a reform was possible, as elite splits could garner
support for a modification of the existing system.xxii
This changed when the radical wing strengthened their control of the Labor party, explaining why
reformist leaders in the labor movement came to support PR: The reformist faction could no
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longer hold a long time horizon and needed a more immediate electoral victory in order to
strengthen the legitimacy of the parliamentary strategy.
Reformist should therefore up to 1918 prefer reforming the majoritarian system. Important
reforms would be the removal of two-round elections, which allowed elites to coordinate against
socialist candidates. In contexts were radicals became sufficiently powerful, we expect reformists
to embrace PR.

Elite perceptions of threat
To believe that a revolution is possible, elites must be convinced that labor is both ideologically
motivated to carry out a revolution and has the power resources to do so.xxiii Most importantly,
elites must receive information signals of these capacities or the ideological outlook, which they
must then in turn interpret. In some contexts, it may be hard to send accurate and/or credible
signals. For example, reformist workers, who would be unwilling to engage in revolutionary
activities, might have incentives to exaggerate the level of the threat. Thus, elites may have a hard
time knowing the potential and motives of radicals. Elites may therefore be acting rationally, even
if with their understanding of the revolutionary threat diverge from the true threat level.
Uncertainty is high in periods of revolutionary fervor. As highlighted by Weyland, two types of
cognitive bias are (more) likely to happen in such situations: The representative heuristic and the
availability heuristic.xxiv The representative heuristic may lead elites to overrate the similarities
between the forerunner and the current situation they confront. For example, elites may interpret
the success of the council movement in the Russian revolution as confirming the inevitable success
the councils formed at home. The availability heuristic states that vivid, directly witnessed events
have a disproportional effect on people’s judgments. Indication of workers radicalism, such as the
outburst of local strikes, protests meetings, and violence against picketers, riot police, or “white
guards” all signal a working class that is able and willing to act. When such strikes have had violent
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and regime ending consequences in neighboring countries, they are no longer seen as mere
bargaining failures, but signals of increasing social polarization.
Following the insights on cognitive shortcuts, we argue that there are (at least) two sources of
information likely to make elites believe a revolution credible. One is major national events or
statements that are likely to be noticed by the elites. Second is local events of labor radicalism. As
already alluded to, this includes the formation of workers’ or soldiers’ councils and industrial
conflicts and protests carried out with direct political motives. These factors, we argue, are likely
to be both highly visible and impactful and therefore work as information signals to elites that the
revolutionary threat is indeed real and probable. We return to this issue below when discuss how
to measure systemic threat.

Norway 1917-1920
Norway in this period is a likely case for our argument: a labor party that becomes bifurcated into
two groups following 1917, one which had a clear anti-parliamentary ideology. The struggle within
the movement came to a head in 1918 with a party congress on whether to purse parliamentary or
extra-parliamentary tactics.
We argue that Norwegian elites faced a revolutionary threat originating in this radical part of the
labor movement, that they perceived this threat to be credible, and solvable with electoral reform.
If our theory is to be believed, it must therefore work to explain the 1919 vote for or against PR
in Norway.
We seek to test several parts of our argument. We need to establish that threat perception changed
in tandem with factors outlined above, that the worker movement became associated with a
revolutionary threat, that elites took steps to remedy this situation, and viewed electoral reform as
one remedy. We also need to document that reformists prior to 1917 supported reforming the
existing majoritarian system but turned to support PR after the intra-party struggle during 1918.
We should also rule out bias that could arise from systematic threat being connected with socialist
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electoral threat, or motivations arising out of a sense of what is a fair electoral system. While such
sentiments are not contradictory to our theory, they could act as confounders for revolutionary
fear.

Political context
The Norwegian parliament was established in 1814. The electoral system was changed in 1905 into
a two-round plurality runoff in SMD. All males of age 25 or older had the right to vote, and female
enfranchisement was granted in 1913. In 1919, the parliament changed the electoral system into a
closed-list PR system with multi-member districts (MMD). In this section, we describe the political
context in the period, and the central arguments from the different blocs.
The period between 1906–1918 saw three important political blocs in parliament. First, the
growing Labor Party, who were systematically underrepresented under the majoritarian formula,
(see appendix Figure A1). Second, there was a Liberal bloc consisting of the Liberal Party (Venstre)
and Labor Democrats (Arbeiderdemokratene). Their seat share in parliament was systematically
overrepresented by the majoritarian formula (see Figure A2). To illustrate the unfairness of the
system, in the 1918 election, the Labor Party and the Liberal bloc received approximately equal
shares of the popular vote (32%), yet Labor received only 15% of the seats in parliament while the
Liberal bloc occupied 44%. Following the reform, the Socialist parties would receive 30,5 % of the
vote and 25 % of the seats, a 10-point increase. Third, there was a conservative bloc consisting of
The Conservatives (Høire) and Progressive Liberals (Frisinnede Venstre). This bloc was neither
consistently favored nor disfavored by the majoritarian formula, illustrated in Appendix Figure A3.
Johan Castberg, the leader of the Labor Democrats, proposed in 1911 to adopt a PR system with
MMD in certain districts.xxv In 1913, parliament voted to establish a commission to give a report
on the possibility of different electoral systems, including the proportional one. The work by this
commission was finished in 1915, and the commission rejected proposed electoral changes.xxvi
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A new commission to consider changes to the electoral formula was appointed in 1917, which
would ultimately lead to the 1919-reform. The proposal to the parliament in 1917 had three groups
of alternatives: A, B and C. Under Group A, all alternatives implied that all or a large majority of
constituencies would adopt a PR system with MMD. The alternatives under Group B kept the
SMD system for all or most of the constituencies. The single alternative under Group C would
keep the majoritarian formula but adopt MMD, and 23 smaller constituencies would remain
SMDs.
The final vote was cast on the 29 th November 1919. By then, the parliament had reduced the list
of alternatives to 5, plus an initial vote of whether to postpone the decision. The overview of these
alternatives is listed in Table 2. Ultimately, alternative A IV was adopted.
Table 1 Reform Proposals in Parliament in 1919.
Proposal
Postpone
A (A VIII)
B (A VI)

Formula
PR
PR

C (A II)

Mix

D (B I)

Plurality
adjustment seats
PR

E (A IV)

with

Districts
MMD of equal population size
MMD following county lines. Large cities would
be separate districts.
MMD in all but small cities. These would remain
SMD.
SMD with 24 adjustment seats.
MMD, with small towns as disjoint districts.

Percent in favor
Labor
Liberal
0
35
100
0
100
4

Conservative
32
6
26

Overall
29
17
27

89

2

96

53

6

83

18

44

94

72

66

73

The new formula massively reduced the disproportionality. The Liberal bloc enjoyed a favorable
disproportionate representation of 12 percent in 1918, which dropped to 3.4 in 1921. The
Conservative bloc went from 8.5 to 4.5. The Labor party (including the social democratic breakout
party) won approximately the same percent of votes in 1921 as in 1918, but their combined seat
share increased from 14% to 25%, Their disproportion drops from 17% in 1918, to 5.8% in 1921.
Overall, the Gallagher index drops from 16.5 in 1918, to 5.72 in 1921.
Agenda control
The vote order is not a coincidence. Proposal A VIII and A VI were both preferred by the Labor
party above proposal A IV. The difference lies in the partitioning of electoral districts. Especially
proposal A VIII would allow Labor to utilize their full electoral strength, as each electoral district
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should have equal population size. Proposal A IV on the other hand left small towns as separate
district, and these were areas were the liberal and conservative bloc usually enjoyed electoral
strength. Knowing that the Labor party would vote for any of the three PR-proposals, the agenda
was constructed so that the two options most favorable for Labor could be downvoted, as Labor
would never reject proposal A IV.xxvii The two non-PR proposals (A II and B I) allowed the Liberals
and Conservatives to signal their preferred electoral system, before enacting A IV. This resembles
the elite-response in Switzerland, where incumbents instead adjusted electoral boundaries as a
strategy to retain parliamentary majority in face of a rising electoral threat.

Systemic Threat and the Labor Party
The Norwegian Labor party became increasingly radical in the early period of the 20 th century.xxviii
The party had accepted parliamentarianism as their primary tactic starting in 1901 with the
adoption of universal male suffrage. In 1911, Martin Tranmæl initiated the Trade Union
Opposition (Fagopposisjonen), a radical branch of the Norwegian trade union confederation,
Arbeidernes Faglige Landsorganisasjon (AFL). The movement aimed explicitly at using extraparliamentary measures to achieve a socialist transformation of society, most notably industrial
conflict. After the Bolshevik revolution, several workers’ and soldiers’ councils were created in
Norway, contributing to the increasing radicalization of the Norwegian labor force. In 1918, the
radicals forced a debate on the primary tactics to be used by the party, with parliamentarianism
standing against revolutionary mass-action.

A key argument by the radicals was that liberal and conservative elites would never concede
political power willingly. This is best illustrated with extracts from the (long and heated) debate
in 1918, going up to the vote that finished just before midnight. For example, from the radical
wing, editor Olausson argued that a revolution was necessary, as attempts to reform the system
would only make a civil war unavoidable:
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“We see that the bourgeoisie has acquired weapons. Does one believe that they will give
up their struggle? No, I do not think so. Then we will have the Civil War. A Civil War is
therefore unavoidable. (..) We cannot achieve electoral majority with the current electoral
system, and the bourgeoisie knows this. Which is why they will resist a just electoral system,
if necessary, with arms “xxix
For the reformists, the disagreement turned into a fundamental question of the party’s
commitment to democratic principles. For example, deputy chairman Olaf Lian said in the
meeting:
“There are those that have argued that social democracy does not need to build on
democracy, but that one can establish a dictatorship of the minority and push through their
program with violence. With violent repression of the different minded: censorship of
press, of speech, imprisonment and force of arms. (…) It is a strategy of revolutionary
mass-action. (..) revolutionary mass-action is designed (..)introduce a permanent workerdictatorship. (…) Here we find the ultimate anti-parliamentary belief in its most grim
shape.” xxx
There should be no doubt as to the seriousness of the debate. Lian would summarize the situation
as threatening to “split the movement in two”. It ended in a roll-call vote, with the radicals
victorious. xxxi
The reformists withdrew from all leadership positions, but still held sway in the union
confederation. The majority declaration at the 1918 party congress ended up stating that “The
Norwegian Labor Party must maintain the right to use revolutionary mass-action in the struggle
for the economic liberation of the working class”. The party was now being pushed in the direction
of viewing extra-parliamentary action as the primus motor for change, not elections and reform.
This resulted in a massive spike in industrial conflicts, illustrated in Figure 2, which did not decline
to pre-revolutionary levels until after the first Norwegian election using PR in 1921.
The parliamentary group of the party remained exclusively reformist. Out of the 18 MPs in 1919,
six were present at the 1918 party congress, and all six voted for the reformist line. Of the
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remaining 12 MPs, nine joins the 1921 Social democratic breakout. xxxii That leaves three potential
revolutionary MPs: Johan Nygaardsvold, Christopher Hornsrud, Christian Hansen Wollnick.
Nygaardsvold and Hornsrud stayed in the Labor party as a “right-wing” opposition, and both
supported parliamentary action as the primary tactic. They represented a middle-ground in the
unified Labor party after 1927 and were both suggested as prime ministers in 1928. We cannot
find any evidence to Wollnick’s stance, other than the fact that he voted for PR in 1919.

Industrial conflicts

300

200

100

1905

1910

1915

1920

Figure 2 Industrial conflicts (lockouts and strikes) in Norway by year

The radical party secretary Tranmæl and reformist union-leader Lian, following the German
revolution, reached a truce resulting in a joint-manifesto for the whole movement.xxxiii The
manifesto declared that all worker organizations would work to organize soldier councils and push
for a set of primary demands, in which PR was second only to socialization of property. Lian here
gambled that PR would be introduced if elites came under enough pressure, securing the unity of
the movement and the parliamentary approach. The radicals in turn gambled that the elites would
resist any overtures, allowing the party to organize a mass-strike against parliament itself. Tranmæl
continuted with a plan of mass-action and finally a boycott of all municipality councils to
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“desorient the capitalist society to make way for the socialist society”. xxxiv To cancel out the
mobilization capacity of the army, soldiers’ councils were formed all through 1919.
The 1921 election was the first using PR, and the parliamentary line decisively strengthened. The
results were astounding and had a profound impact on the ideological and tactical outlook of the
party. Tranmæl himself admitted that “Interest in parliamentary means for the workers' class
struggle got new wind in its sails following the electoral victory”. xxxv So, while the electoral system
implemented in 1919 was not the PR option preferred by the socialists, the 1921 election result
was still proportional enough to strengthen supporters of parliamentarianism in the party.
In tandem with these victories for the reformist, there was a breakdown between the Comintern
representative and Tranmæl and the party would eventually leave the communist international in
1923. Lian’s gamble had paid off: The radical branch collapsed when the parliamentary line gave
results.
The socialists were late to support PR. Between 1905 and 1918 the party-leadership (placing
themselves on the reformist side) were committed to SMD but wanted to remove the runoff. Two
proposals to modify the electoral system, one from 1913 and on in 1917, co-sponsored by MPs
from the Labor party-leadership, make this clear. Table 2 shows the percentage from the different
parties in favor of removing the runoff; all socialist MPs voted for removal. Following the defeat
of the proposal, the (then) party secretary Magnus Nilssen again proposed the exact same reform
on 2 December 1917 (co-sponsored with other reformists). Furthermore, the various PR proposals
put forward in this period had no socialist co-signers.xxxvi
Table 2 Percentage in favor of removing runoffs and keeping SMD
Percent in favor
Proposal

Labor

Liberal

Conservative

Overall

1913 vote

100

19

85

50

1917 vote

100

14.5

72

40
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The support for PR by the reformists came after 1917 and was a break with the past. The cosponsor of previous SMD reforms, Magnus Nilssen, would be the representative of DnA in the
electoral commission of 1917. His proposal AVIII, outlining MMD of equal population size, was
seen by parliamentary commission as the most radical. xxxvii By 1919, all co-sponsors of the 1917
majoritarian proposal all voted for PR in 1919.
Reformist socialists initially supported a majoritarian system but embraced PR to win short-term
gains for their strategy. With the tenuous truce between the reformist Lian (deputy chairman of
the union federation) and the radical Martin Tranmæl (the de facto party leader of DnA) and the
revolutionary threat posed by the latter, it became more important for the reformists to secure
short-term victories to increase the legitimacy of their strategy than the long-term gains that could
be achieved under SMD. Therefore, reformists no-longer came to view SMD as a viable strategy.
Needing immediate gains to win over rank and file to parliamentarism, PR was the natural
option.xxxviii

A split-and-conquer response?
We argue that the elite response to the radicalization of Labor turned into to a split-and-conquer
strategy. Elites hoped that conceding electoral reform would hopefully strengthen the reformist
faction in Labor and isolate the radicals. These radicals could in turn be conquered through
repression. Furthermore, weakened by the loss of the radical branch, the electoral threat by the
(strengthened) reformists would hopefully be manageable, although this remained a gamble.
We are not sure whether a split-and-conquer strategy was intentional. The 1919 reform facilitated
polarization within the socialist camp, with party splits in both in 1921 and 1923. It was not until
reunification in 1927 that the worker movement could take close to full advantage of their electoral
strength. However, we cannot conclude that the actors intended the outcomes that eventually
materialized, and we do not know of any historical document proving a conscious split-andconquer strategy by the elites. Such an intent could be concurrent with revolutionary fear, that by
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splitting the movement the left would not be able to carry out any successful coup, but it could
also be driven by other factors than revolutionary fear.
In hindsight, elites seem to have outmaneuvered the opposition: They secured the system and
bought time to prepare for the full electoral mobilization of the working class. However, party
splits were not only a left phenomenon. The Liberal and Conservative parties both had significant
agrarian factions. In 1920, they formed the breakout party Agrarians (Bondepartiet). This split
fostered a hectic counter response among party strategies in both the liberal and conservative
camp.xxxix The Agrarians gained 11 percent of the mandates in the 1921 election, becoming the
fourth largest party. These gains came at the expense of especially Liberal, and to some extent
Conservative, mandates. In other words, the 1919 reform increased fragmentation also on the
right.
Could elites have been motivated to split Labor, and overlooked the likelihood of an Agrarian
breakout? We think this is unlikely. The agrarians had long worked towards an independent party,
with the formation of a party-independent agrarian group in parliament. Gunnar Knudsen (Liberal
PM) always feared that the Agrarian society would form their own party. In his famous 1918 Skien
speech in which he accepted electoral reform; he would warn against an independent agrarian party
formation. In other words, the formation of the agrarian party didn’t come as a surprise to the
elites.
In sum, whether or not a split-and-conquer strategy was intended by the elites, the reform to PR
was a knowingly high-risk strategy for the incumbents. Such a high-risk strategy would be
worthwhile if elites believed that doing nothing risked facing even greater dangers, such as a
systemic collapse. In the following, we document that the elites did fear a revolutionary threat, and
that they responded both with repression and concession towards the workers.
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Revolutionary fear among the elites
A testimony to the elite fear of a systemic threat are the many costly countermeasures they pursued.
At the start of 1918, PM Gunnar Knudsen set up a secret security commission, with the principle
aim of securing peace and order if the civilian government is brought down.xl The decision to call
the meeting was a response to the latest development in Russia and the formation of soldiers’ and
workers’ councils. Various plans were put into motion by both the government and the secret
police. Radical elements such as Tranmæl and the councils were put under illegal surveillance. The
army and navy were tasked to help the police during strikes. Most importantly, following the
second meeting of the security commission in November 1918, a secret mobilization army was
organized: It would be about 5000—8000 man strong, and would come equipped with field
artillery and machine guns.xli The move was a direct result of the revolutionary situation, as Justice
Minister Blehr noted during a meeting of the commission, “we must be prepared for attacks upon
the government” and that plans had to be made so that “an amtsmann could take over leadership
of government and police if our current leaders were to be taken out”. Blehr would in later
parliamentary debates argue for the introduction of PR as a means to de-racialize the Labor party.
This revolutionary fear lasted all the way up to the new parliament in 1921. In 1920, facing 10 000
railway strikers, Gunnar Knudsen, in a speech that was reported all around the country, asked
“Where does power reside in this country? (..)“This assassination attempt must be repelled with
all means that the state possesses – there is no other way!”.xlii The government was similarly
preparing for a violent showdown. PM Halvorsen told his parliamentary group to “prepare for the
worst kind of civil wars” as he established a line of succession in case his government was brought
down by a worker-coup during the coming railway strike.xliii The statements of Blehr and Halvorsen
were made in confidence, not in public, reducing any strategic concerns one might have for their
utterance. In short, the actions and statements of the elites give clear evidence that politicians, the
military and the police feared a coup or similar actions by the labor movement in the period 1918
– 1920 and made costly arrangements to deal with such eventualities.xliv
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PR as perceived remedy by the elites
To understand why a reform for PR also entered their agenda, we consult the leading historian on
the Norwegian Conservatives in our period, namely Danielsen and his book “Bourgeoisie
Containment Policy”xlv. His reading of the situation fits perfectly with our own, so we cite him at
length:
“When the bourgeoisie parties were willing to accept an electoral system none of them
principally wanted, an alternative that by necessity would mean a transfer of mandates to
the worker party, it was because it was necessary to support the direction within the Labor movement
that would work to transform society within the confines of parliamentarianism. This necessity was a
prerequisite for the compromise that was on advance agreed upon by the party-leaders and
which laid down proportionality system as the future electoral system in Norway." [our
emphasis]
We have collected data on statements made by politicians that make a connection between
revolutionary threat and electoral reform. Below we only show statements from politicians that
have low socialist electoral threat in their electoral district or are no longer running for office. xlvi
Since elites could also be motivated for reform by more altruistic reasons such as greater overall
justice, we focus on statements that connect reform to the radicalization of Labor.
The leading conservative politician, long-time parliamentarian and previous justice minister
Fredrik Stang publicly stated that it was paramount that a new electoral system be introduced
during 1919 to remedy the current injustices for the socialists. At the front-page of the leading
conservative newspaper Aftenposten on December 15. 1918, he writes the following
“It is dangerous to maintain this parliament, elected by a system judged unjust by the
people. (..)The great danger, that is now rising, is the demand for the dictatorship of the
few. (..)The prerequisite is therefore a just electoral reform. (..) The choice is between
electoral reform or revolution and civil war followed by a worker dictatorship”
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Stang was no longer running for office, meaning that he had no personal electoral reasons for
arguing as he did. We contend it is plausible to take the man at his word; he was motivated by
revolutionary threat following the German Revolutions and saw electoral reform as the remedy.
Reading the parliamentary debates, we find that party-leaders also made their reasoning clear. For
example, the leader of the conservatives, Halvorsen, stated: “we demand of all parties that they
follow the parliamentary line. It is consequently decisive that we open for equal access to all parties
to pursue their interests parliamentary. (..) The times demands it”.xlvii In 1918—1919, the party
leader of the Liberals Gunnar Knudsen would repeatedly return to the necessity of electoral reform
in speeches. It is relevant to note that Knudsen had been against changing the electoral rules up to
1918. He resisted overtures in 1911-1915 for electoral reform. His change of heart coincided with
the adoption of the revolutionary line by the Labor party. His first admissions to some form of
PR came in Skien in August 1918 where he referenced the radicalization of Labor, 4 months after
the leadership change in the Labor party (August 1918).
Both party-leaders of the two dominant elite parties were thus protagonists in the push for PR,
arguing for the necessity to strengthen the parliamentary faction among Labor.xlviii However, these
leaders were most likely over-determined to push for PR. As pointed out by Cox, Fiva and Smith,
leaders would be tempted to vote for PR as it would afford them greater power over their parties,
enabling more discipline and coherency, and Knudsen did make statements as to this fact in the
parliamentary debate.xlix We therefore need additional evidence, and now turn to individual MPs.
It is not hard to find similar statements from the rank-and-file. O. C. Müller (Conservative) argued
that he was prepared to vote in favor of a PR so “that I would give socialists the opportunity to
forward their ideas within the parliamentary lines (..) [I]n order to secure the peace, as we all so
much want and understand is necessary”. G. A. Jahren (Conservative) argued that any
postponement or down voting of all proposals had to be avoided, especially because “that by my
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vote (..) I believe that one must contribute what one can within reasonable limits to support that
direction that wants to work to the betterment of society within the parliamentary lines”.
Christain Rud (Liberal) stated that “[t]he demand of the social democrats for fair representation in
parliament must at most opportune moment be accommodated: no unnecessary postponement
must take place”. Minister of justice Blehr (Liberal) that previously chaired the security commission
of 1918 stated:
“it was stated by the socialists' first representative, that one is kicking the chair under his
party’s parliamentarianism, if one does not solve this problem [of electoral injustice]. (..)
this sacrifice [electoral reform] I bring happily when it proves that it is necessary for a good
and healthy development for our country”.
We remind the reader that Blehr had clearly stated that a coup was possible and perhaps even
imminent. He went as far as weakening Norwegian deference against external enemies – during
the first world war – to be able defend against any potential revolution.
In short, liberals and conservatives alike could see the necessity of supporting a form of PR to
support the reformist wing in the Labor party.l To reiterate, none of these candidates had a high
level of socialist voting in their electoral districts. It is therefore unlikely that their warnings of
revolutionary threat were camouflaged statements as to their weakness to rising socialist electoral
strength.

Revolution in the news
Revolution was also prevalent in the public, and foreign revolutionary events made headlines in
Norwegian newspaper, influencing the broader stage in which elites operated.
Conservative media made clear statements as to the revolutionary ideals and motives of the
radicals. Aftenposten did not mince words in their editorial of 10 of February 1918, where they show
clear signs of the representative heuristic:
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“The desire to carry out revolution and St. Bartholomew's Day massacre is present already
among a large and powerful group of Norwegian socialists. We should not feel safe; even
in our peaceful Norway can revolutionaries attempt to bring home the terrors of the
revolution.”
The same goes for the liberal newspaper Bergens Tidende. For example, on 9 May 1919, after
presenting the new radical leadership position at the party congress, understood the radical
leadership as revolutionary: “[T]he coming election will be a struggle between socialists and the
reform parties against or for revolution. The socialists speak of the revolution as unavoidable”.
In line with the representative and availability heuristic, Norwegian commentators placed
Norwegian events, such as the formation of councils and rhetoric within a revolutionary
framework. Over two editions of Aftenposten in 1919 li, law professor Mikael Lie elaborated on
Bolshevik action around Europe and the demands of councils. He went on to argue that these
council demands could be met with electoral reform, such as in in Switzerland and Germany.

Roll-Call vote for electoral rule change in Norway 1919
We have documented revolutionary fear, among the public and the elites, in statements made in
public and in secret. We have not used statements from elites that faced high electoral threat, and
we have highlighted how elites tied the radicalization of the Labor party to the current electoral
system. Having made our causal mechanisms probable, we now turn to systematic evidence of the
association between worker radicalism and the adoption of PR. Using roll-call on the 1919 reform,
we show that MPs who faced clear signals of systemic threat, in line with the availability heuristic,
were more likely to vote for the adoption of PR.

Parliamentary data
The main dependent variables are whether or not the MP voted for the different alternatives, most
notably alternative A IV which was ultimately adopted. Official records provide a complete
overview of how the different MPs voted.lii We rely on the data set by Cox, Fiva and Smith, who
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have already collected this information, and combined them with information on electoral results
and the MPs’ position in the party.liii

Measuring Revolutionary Threat
To reiterate, we argue that individual elites should be more likely to vote in favor of PR if they
receive signals that revolution is credible. We need measures that reflect the revolutionary threat
in elites’ local constituencies and that were likely to have shaped elites’ outlook. Preferably, these
measures should not capture reformist organizations, such as trade unions, as these were mostly
associated with the reformist leadership. The measure should ideally not predict socialist voting,
although we highlight that the electoral threat theory and systemic threat theory are not mutually
exclusive, and many of the observables (e.g. socialist power) overlap. Identifying perfectly
orthogonal measures of the two is therefore difficult. We propose two measures that meet our
criteria.
First, following work on democratization, we expect local industrial conflict in the (elite) MP’s
district to work as signals that a strategy of appeasement is necessary.liv The radicals themselves
argued that their primary extra-parliamentary weapon was strikes and other forms of industrial
action, to cripple the economy of the bourgeoisie social order.lv Situations with high uncertainty,
making humans weak to availability heuristics, could make elites to regard local industrial conflicts
as especially dangerous. Military divisions and battleships scrambled during strikes as pre-emptive
measures against conflict getting out of hand. For example, the panzer cruiser “Harald Hårfagre”
was mobilized with orders to intervene if necessary during strikes in Trondheim in 1918.
We measure the number of industrial conflicts in each constituency. Industrial conflicts are either
strikes or lockouts. In the main specification, we take the standardized sum of conflict-events in
1918, when the relevant MPs were elected, and in 1919.
The raw data for these events were collected by the main Norwegian trade union confederation
(AFL) and published in yearly reports. We can focus on AFL data only, as unions had to apply to
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the confederation to strike. Unless having received the AFLs blessing, the local union would not
get compensated for their costs from the centralized strike fund. Since all member organizations
had to contribute to this fund, individual unions had strong incentives to receive confederal
approval before carrying out strikes.
We have tabulated data from the AFL reports using a combination of manual coding and optical
character recognition. From 1908, the reports provide tabular data, being an impressive work of
early data-collection undertaken by the unions themselves.
As a check on the data quality, we manually compared the AFL data we collected to that of yearly
labor market reports published by the Norwegian Statistical Agency. This included short
summaries of labor market conflicts. It speaks to the data quality of the union reports that statistical
agency themselves tended to rely on the AFL reports to compile their statistics. We found no
major discrepancies.
For our second measure, we use the formation of soldiers’ councils in the district of the elite MP.
The Zimmerwald declaration of 7. November 1917 called on all workers and soldiers in all
countries to organize into councils, and “by the end of 1917, the council movement had become
inseparable from revolution and armed resistance”.lvi
It was “the task of the soldiers’ councils to stop any use of military force against the working
classes”.lvii The councils therefore granted the radicals an organization that could threaten the
ability of the state to repress mass-revolutionary action. The military and political establishment
viewed them as outright illegal and put them under surveillance.lviii
To classify the presence of these soldiers’ councils we used the Norwegian National Archives
digitalized newspaper database.lix The formation of councils was noted in newspapers for several
reasons, the most important being that the organizers advertised their meetings. Labor newspapers
even had page length notes on their current activities. Conservative newspapers such as Aftenposten
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also had stories concerning the establishment of councils, usually to track revolutionary fervor and
dissent in the ranks of the military. We made several searches restricting our cases to 1918-1919.lx
We then track down the location of these councils and match them to our roll-call data.
We highlight that both these measures of systemic threat, industrial conflict, and soldiers’ councils,
are local signals of revolution. Since all national signals – such as revolutionary events abroad – affect
all MPs equally, they cannot explain variation between MPs’ support for PR. Our design therefore
underestimates the full impact of the systemic threat on the adoption of PR.

Model design and controls
A possible alternative explanation is that the Liberals and Conservatives feared a continued decline
in the polls, and that the Labor Party would eventually pass the majority threshold and start being
favored by the majoritarian formula. This issue would be most pertinent for Liberals and
Conservatives who experienced a high turnout for the Labor party in their constituency. Since this
might correlate with industrial conflict, it is a confounder for our causal argument. This variable is
measured as Labor party support in the constituency in the 1918 election. In additional models,
we also control for union density and our results remain unchanged with this control.
The electoral districts in Norway at the time were divided between towns and rural areas, with
implications for the number of representatives. Most industrial conflicts appeared in industrial
urban centers. Our measure of industrial conflict risks therefore to capture some other correlated
interest of MPs from these urban areas, such as the number of representatives. We therefore
control for whether the MP is from a town-constituency. Similarly, we control for the percent of
the municipality-workforce occupied in the industrial sector. Last, we include county-level
dummies to reduce concerns of unobserved geographical confounders. Since we are working with
96 observations, including fixed effects is a highly conservative test of our argument.
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Results on Roll-Call for or against PR
Our main analyses regress the MPs' votes against the standardized number of industrial conflicts
since the election year 1918, including the control variables above into the model. The results are
illustrated in Figure 3. This figure depicts the estimated effect of one standard deviation change
(approximately 7) in the number of industrial conflicts, across the 5 different votes. Table 3
presents the same results in tabular form.
We focus first on the decision to postpone. Industrial conflict is negatively associated with the
vote to postpone the decision. An increase of one standard deviation industrial conflicts in the
period 1918—1919 made MPs 30 percentage points less likely to vote for postponement.
Calculating the sensitivity of this result indicate that this negative effect would be invalidated if
24% of the estimate is due to bias from an unobserved confounder. To give a point of reference,
the strongest confounding in our model is the dummy variable of whether the municipality is a
town or not. To bring our estimate of industrial conflict to zero, bias by an unobserved confounder
would have to be twice as large as this Town-variable.lxi
There is a positive effect of conflict events on the MPs propensity to vote for the proportional
reform. Again, one standard-deviation increase in the number of industrial conflicts in 1918—
1919 increased the probability that the local MP would vote for PR by 31 percentage points. We
again re-iterate that this result is robust for controlling for socialist vote-share (or excluding this
measure). The bias from an unobserved confounder would have to be 28% to invalidate this result,
similar to twice the Town-variable or nine times the Socialist vote share. These statistics strengthen
our belief in the observed result.
Since our variables conflict events, percent occupied in industry, and the socialist vote share all measure
different aspects of the power of the labor movement, one might suspect that the models suffer
from serious multicollinearity. However, VIF tests are not outside of normal bounds, and the
pairwise correlations are smaller than one might suspect, illustrated in Figure B1 in the appendix.
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Given these low levels of correlation it is unlikely that we capture the same facet of labor
mobilization. We return to this issue below.
Table 3 Benchmark model of MP roll call votes for five different alternatives for electoral reform.
Covariate
Conflict events since 1918
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share
Constant
County FE
N
Adj. R-squared
HC3 robust standard errors in parentheses.
*p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001

Model 1
Postpone
-0.29*
(0.12)
-0.12
(0.13)
0.52
(0.28)
0.06
(0.15)
0.09
(0.1)
-0.26
(0.22)
Yes
103
0.16

Model 2
Alt B
-0.05
(0.12)
0
(0.11)
0.38
(0.21)
0.02
(0.11)
0.08
(0.06)
0.21
(0.48)
Yes
103
0.22

Model 3
Alt C
-0.04
(0.04)
-0.08
(0.06)
0.18
(0.15)
0.97***
(0.05)
0.05
(0.05)
-0.37
(0.41)
Yes
103
0.91

Model 4
Alt D
-0.06
(0.1)
-0.22*
(0.09)
0.53**
(0.2)
-0.66***
(0.13)
0.02
(0.08)
0.63***
(0.18)
Yes
103
0.61

Model 5
Alt E
0.31**
(0.11)
0.14
(0.12)
-0.53*
(0.23)
-0.26
(0.17)
-0.05
(0.08)
1.42***
(0.23)
Yes
103
0.26

Figure 3 Main results. Dependent variable is a binary indicator for whether the MP voted for a respective alternative, indicated along the X-axis. The Yaxis denotes the effect of one standard deviation change in the number of industrial conflicts, indicated by black circle, with the 95 % confidence intervals
indicated as bars. The 95 % confidence intervals are based on the HC3 variant of White's robust standard errors. The control variables (excluded from
the presentation) are the standardized percent of the labor force occupied in industry, whether the constituency is rural or urban, whether the MP is from
the conservative bloc, the standardized mean vote share for the Labor party in the 1918 election in the MP's constituency, and a dummy variable for each
county.

We now turn to our second measure of revolutionary threat, the presence of Soldiers' councils.
We re-estimated model 1-5. The results are substantially similar to our main results. Having (one
or more) soldiers’ councils in the district center reduced the probability of voting “postpone” by
60%, on average, and increased the probability of voting pro-PR by 41%, although this latter result
is significant only at 10% (see Table E1 and Figure E1).
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In Appendix Figure C5, we compare how much better the model predicts when introducing
different explanatory variables to the model: our measure on industrial conflict, presence of
soldiers' council, and the party elite variable. As previously outlined, Cox, Fiva and Smith. show
that party-elites had incentives to adopt PR to strengthen party-cohesiveness using the same
reform that we study. Comparing our model’s (in-sample) predictive ability to theirs therefore
gives a good indication as to how important our variables are in explaining the 1919 vote. The core
model predicts 74 observations correct. Including the party elite variable increases this by 3 more
observations, the soldiers’ council variable increases it by 6 more observations, and industrial
conflict increases it by 9 more observations.
The results are consistent across various specification, including when excluding any covariate
(Appendix Table C1), or when including additional covariates, namely party-elite MP, district-level
union organization, and population share partaking in the temperance movement (Appendix Table
C2). It is also robust to different jackknife estimations, where we either leave out any individual
MP or any individual county (Appendix Figures C1—2).

Strikes and the electoral shadow of the future
An alternative interpretation of the results is that conflict events or councils are also signals of
future socialist vote shares, and thus that the important mechanism is not fear of systemic
breakdown by revolution but instead personal electoral survival. To probe this further, we present
three models with three different dependent variables, namely the vote share of the DNA in 1921,
the vote share of the (new, reformist splinter group) Social Democratic Labour Party of Norway
("Norges Socialdemokratiske Arbeiderparti", NSA) in 1921, and the combined vote share of DNA
and NSA in 1921. The covariates in the models are otherwise similar to the models in Table 3. By
controlling for the vote share in 1918, we control for the known electoral threat posed by the
socialists. Any effect of industrial conflict on the 1921 electoral results could indicate that the
electoral threat of the socialists had changed systematically since 1918 in areas with more industrial
conflict. If so, the MPs might have had local knowledge of this when voting for reform, and thus
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the effect of industrial conflict in the main model might instead be a signal of electoral threat and
not systemic threat. Since the electoral reform of 1919 also changed the electoral districts, all
variables in these models are measured at the level of the individual municipalities. These results
are presented in Table 4, while bivariate correlations between industrial conflicts and the vote for
DNA and NSA in 1921, using different combinations of natural logarithm or the natural scale, are
illustrated in appendix Figure C6.
Conflict events in 1918—1919 and councils, which increased the MPs likelihood of voting for the
PR reform, does not show any systematic association with the vote share of the two leftist parties
in 1921. The magnitude of the coefficients for industrial conflict or councils are dwarfed in
comparison to the importance of the industrial labor force or socialist vote in 1918. Contrary to
the logical implication if our variables are signals of socialist electoral threat, the variables are
negatively associated with the leftist vote in 1921. The standard errors of these relationships are
equal to or larger than the point-estimates. Thus, there is no empirical evidence that conflict events
or councils signaled socialist electoral threat.
Table 4 Associations between covariates and municipality-level electoral results for the socialists
in 1921.
Covariate
Conflict events
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share in 1918
Constant
County FE
N
Adj. R-squared

Model 1
DNA
-0.027
(0.026)
0.114**
(0.038)
0.218
(0.144)
-0.13
(0.076)
0.769***
(0.047)
-0.35*
(0.159)
Yes
611
0.679

Model 2
NSA
-0.01
(0.059)
0.178**
(0.056)
0.045
(0.179)
0.364**
(0.122)
0.253***
(0.053)
0.083
(0.297)
Yes
611
0.436

Model 3
DNA + NSA
-0.028
(0.024)
0.192***
(0.029)
0.205*
(0.092)
0.094
(0.055)
0.774***
(0.037)
-0.243
(0.147)
Yes
611
0.796

Notes: *p<0.05;**p<0.01;***p<0.001. HC3 variant of White's robust standard errors in parentheses. The three different dependent
variables as well as the covariates number of conflict events, percent occupied in industry, and socialist vote share in 1918 have been
standardized.
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We note that it might still be the case that the MPs believed that industrial conflict or councils
signaled a socialist electoral threat, even after observing the actual turnout for the socialists in 1918,
but that they were simply erroneous in this belief. We do not know of any empirical strategy that
would allow us to disprove this. Instead, we refer to the different quotes cited above, including the
government's decision to mobilize armed forces in case of revolution, and highlight that our
argument is not that individual MPs did not fear the socialist electoral threat but that they also feared
systemic collapse. Given these many different empirical proofs, we find it unlikely that all
expressed fears of revolution were posturing or cheap talk.

PR and electoral reform outside of Norway
Proving the role of systemic threat across Europe is beyond the scope of this article. We have
argued that it played a central role for the reform in Norway, and that there is a conspicuous high
number of adoptions of PR right after the Russian revolution. In a hybrid theory incorporating
both threats, Barzachka highlights the decisive role of the systemic threat both in Belgium in 1899
and Bulgaria in 1989, while Ahmed tries to describe how this threat together with electoral factors,
shaped electoral system choice across 18 countries.lxii
While the systemic threat theory is not contradictory to the electoral threat theory, it does increase
the heterogeneity in possible causal pathways that could have led to the adoption of PR. As Ahmed
argues, “an excessive focus on the electoral threat has obscured the broader existential threat posed
by workers’ parties and undermined efforts to systematically explain right parties’ responses”. lxiii
This is made more important by recent research by Emmenegger and Walter, who argue that PR
is not a necessary response to the electoral threat, as incumbents can retain power through
redistricting.lxiv If there is an association between the rising working class and PR in the early 20 th
century, it needs other reasons than the electoral threat alone. Furthermore, several recent
contributions have highlighted intra-party motivations for electoral reform, which can help explain
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why incumbent parties would want a change the electoral formula in the absence of electoral
threat.lxv
Thus, the heterogeneity in explanations for the (non-)adoption of PR has increased in the recent
decade. While none of these theories are contradictory to each other, they do confront us with
questions of relative explanatory power. We believe that this will be an important question for
future research, which will help us understand the prospects for electoral change also in the 21 st
century.

Conclusion
We started out by asking why one of the great adoptions of PR took place between 1917-1922.
To answer this question, we develop a theory in which elites come to fear the revolutionary
possibility of radicals within the labor movement. This threat spurred elites to push for PR.
Adjacent and in tandem with this development, the internal power-struggle within the labor
movement made reformist supporters of PR.
Empirically, we have presented a qualitative process tracing of explicit preferences, as well as a
unique quantitative material on industrial conflict in Norway. This empirical strategy allows us to
document changes in rationales and preferences as circumstances change, instead of imputing
them from consequences that eventually materialized. With quantitative regressions, we provide
evidence that our qualitative interpretations hold when subjected to systematic scrutiny.
Our theory is novel in that we have opened the organizational, cognitive, and temporal dynamics
of this process. We highlight how elites could come to over-estimate the possibility of
revolutionary threat, and how intra-labor differences played an important part in PR adoption. In
the absence of a reformist faction inside labor, elites might have focused more on the repressive
strategy than they already did. Perhaps even more important, without the intra-labor conflict, the
socialist themselves might have preferred to gamble on winning out under a reformed majoritarian
system. Instead, PR became the natural response to shore up support for the parliamentary line.
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We leave to future research to investigate how similar intra-party conflicts might have spurred
support for PR outside of Norway.
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Online appendix
In this online appendix, we provide relevant descriptive information and additional robustness tests of
the models presented in the article.
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appendix D

Election and seat results for three main parliamentary blocks.
Descriptive statistics
Robustness tests of the main model.
Results from measuring local revolutionary threat by Soldiers' councils
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Appendix A Election and seat results for three main parliamentary blocks.

Figure A1 Development of vote share and seat share for the Labor Party, including the social democratic breakout party in 1921 and 1924.

Figure A2 Development of vote share and seat share for the Liberal bloc

Figure A3 Development of vote share and seat share for the Conservative bloc
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Appendix B Descriptive statistics
Appendix Table B1 Descriptive statistics for the different variables.

Min
Postpone
Alternative B
Alternative C
Alternative D
Alternative E
Conflict events 1918-1919
Percent occupied in industry, standardized
Town
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share 1918, standardized
Percent temperance movement, standardized
Union members per capita, standardized
Presence of soldiers' council in district center

0
0
0
0
0
-0.61
-1.62
0
0
-1.96
-1.41
-0.82
0

Median
0
0
0
1
1
-0.51
-0.3
0
0
0.09
-0.15
-0.53
0

Mean
0.34
0.15
0.47
0.52
0.68
-0.08
-0.06
0.32
0.48
-0.03
0.07
-0.06
0.13

Max
1
1
1
1
1
3.86
2.42
1
1
1.94
1.83
4.04
1

Appendix Table B2 individual MPs defined as under socialist electoral threat
MPs Name

Party

Municipality

Election District

Socialist vote share

Karl Marenius Ivarsson

Venstre

Vardø

hammerfest vard<f8> og vads<f8>

1,938862443

Ivar Berntsen

Hoyre

Kråkerøy

4de kreds glemminge

1,682549119

Johannes Hansen Kummeneje

Venstre

Talvik

1ste kreds vestfinmarken

1,594768524

Bernt Holtsmark

FV

Asker

4de kreds mellem romerike

Ingebrigt Ingebrigtsen Huus

Venstre

Singsås

4de kreds guldalen

1,544083118

Carl Otto Lund

Hoyre

Drammen

2den kreds str<f8>ms<f8> og tangen

1,428764582

Ole Andor Hoel

FV

Bergen

4de kreds sandviken

1,413044214

Nils Jørgen August Mikalsen Kulstad

Venstre

Vefsn

2de kreds nordre helgeland

Sara Stockfleth Christie

Hoyre

Trondheim

Oluf Christian Muller

FV

Fredrikshald

fredrikshald

1,271358967

Elias Trætteberg

Hoyre

Hamar

hamar og kongsvinger

1,253869295

Hagbarth Lund

Venstre

Tana

2den kreds <f8>st finmarken

1,218279958

Anton Olai Normann Ingebrigtsen Djupvik

Venstre

Fauske

3dje kreds s<f8>ndre salten

1,203544021

Knut H. Klonteig

Venstre

Tinn

3dje kreds <f8>st-telemarken

1,174969077

Ellef Marcussen

Hoyre

Gjøvik

lillehammer og gj<f8>vik

1,174294829

Lars Olsen Skjulestad

Hoyre

Austre Moland

2den kreds nedenes

1,136016965

Andreas Petersen Galtvik

Venstre

Frosta

1ste kreds stj<f8>rdalen

1,130552053

Johannes Karlsen Okkenhaug

Venstre

Sparbu

2den kreds v<e6>rdalen

1,070091724

1,54955101

1,36719954
1,303842306
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Appendix figure B1 Pairwise correlation between the different variables
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Appendix figure B2 Posterior distribution of a Bayesian changepoint analysis of PR-adoptions globally, based on 3 chains with 10 000 iterations each,
allowing for two changes in the period.

Appendix figure B3 Posterior distribution of a Bayesian changepoint analysis of PR-adoptions globally, for the 1918—1919 global change. The posterior is
based on 3 chains with 10 000 iterations each.
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Appendix C Robustness tests of the main model.

Appendix Table C1 Seriatim removal of control variables from main model
Model 1
Model 2
Alt E
Alt E
0.31**
0.31**
(0.11)
(0.11)
Pct. occupied in industry
0.14
(0.12)
Town
-0.53*
-0.38*
(0.23)
(0.19)
Conservative MP
-0.26
-0.24
(0.17)
(0.17)
Socialist vote share
-0.05
0
(0.08)
(0.07)
Constant
1.42***
1.34***
(0.23)
(0.22)
County FE
Yes
Yes
N
103
103
Adj. R-squared
0.26
0.26
HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesis. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001
Covariate
Industrial conflicts

Model 3
Alt E
0.2
(0.11)
-0.03
(0.1)

-0.41*
(0.16)
0
(0.08)
1.47***
(0.22)
Yes
103
0.2

Model 4
Alt E
0.3**
(0.11)
0.12
(0.12)
-0.67***
(0.2)

-0.04
(0.08)
1.14***
(0.13)
Yes
103
0.24

Model 5
Alt E
0.29**
(0.11)
0.1
(0.1)
-0.49*
(0.23)
-0.25
(0.16)

1.35***
(0.18)
Yes
103
0.27

Appendix Table C2 Adding extra controls to the benchmark models.
Covariate
Industrial conflicts
Temperance movement, percent
Percent union members
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Party elite
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share
Constant
County FE
N
Adj. R-squared
HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesis.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001

Model 1
Alt E
-0.25*
(0.13)
-0.17
(0.5)
-0.01
(0.09)
-0.11
(0.13)
0.48
(0.29)
-0.28
(0.15)
0.09
(0.17)
0.09
(0.11)
-0.23
(0.54)
Yes
103
0.17

Model 2
Alt E
-0.02
(0.12)
-0.65
(0.78)
-0.01
(0.05)
0.01
(0.11)
0.35
(0.21)
-0.23
(0.12)
0.03
(0.11)
0.08
(0.06)
-0.48
(0.68)
Yes
103
0.24

Model 3
Alt E
-0.04
(0.05)
0.63
(0.69)
0
(0.02)
-0.08
(0.06)
0.18
(0.15)
0.05
(0.06)
0.96***
(0.05)
0.05
(0.05)
0.47
(0.56)
Yes
103
0.91

Model 4
Alt E
0
(0.1)
-0.29
(0.32)
-0.07
(0.05)
-0.2*
(0.09)
0.54**
(0.19)
-0.24*
(0.12)
-0.65***
(0.12)
0.04
(0.08)
0.42
(0.35)
Yes
103
0.63

Model 5
Alt E
0.31**
(0.12)
-0.04
(0.49)
-0.03
(0.06)
0.14
(0.12)
-0.5*
(0.23)
0.12
(0.15)
-0.28
(0.17)
-0.04
(0.08)
1.23*
(0.53)
Yes
103
0.26
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Appendix Figure C1 Jackknife estimate. Shows the distribution the coefficient for industrial conflict after a series of regressions. The dependent variable is
whether the MP voted for alternative E. Each estimation leaves out one observation and reruns the model on the remaining sample.

Appendix Figure C2 Jackknife estimate. Shows the distribution the coefficient for industrial conflict after a series of regressions. The dependent variable is
whether the MP voted for alternative E. Each estimation leaves out one county and reruns the model on the remaining sample.
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Appendix Figure C3 Jackknife estimate. Shows the distribution the coefficient for industrial conflict after a series of regressions. The dependent variable is
whether the MP voted to postpone the decision. Each estimation leaves out one observation and reruns the model on the remaining sample.

Appendix Figure C4 Jackknife estimate. Shows the distribution the coefficient for industrial conflict after a series of regressions. The dependent variable is
whether the MP voted to postpone the decision. Each estimation leaves out one county and reruns the remaining sample.
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Appendix Figure C5 Increased number of correct predictions compared to the core model, when adding three different variables. The core model only includes the
control variables from model 1- 5 in Table 2, namely percent occupied in industry, town, conservative MP, socialist vote share, and county fixed effects. The core
model predicts 79 out of 103 cases correctly.
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Appendix Figure C6 Different bivariate correlations between municipality level number of conflict events in 1917 and 1918, and municipality level vote share
for DNA+NSA in 1921. In the top left panel, both measures are measured with their original scale. In the top right corner, we use the natural logarithm of
the number of conflict events. In the bottom left corner, we use the natural logarithm of the DNA+NSA vote share. Finally, the bottom right corner uses the
natural logarithm on both the number of industrial conflicts and the vote share of DNA+NSA.
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Appendix D Results from measuring local revolutionary threat by Soldiers' councils
Appendix Table D1 Effect of soldiers' council on parliamentary vote
Model 1
Postpone
-0.58*
(0.23)
Pct. occupied in industry, district average
-0.06
(0.13)
Town
0.4
(0.25)
Conservative MP
0.04
(0.16)
Socialist vote share
0.03
(0.1)
Constant
-0.07
(0.2)
County FE
Yes
N
103
Adj. R-squared
0.17
HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesss. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001
Covariate
Presence of Soldiers' council

Model 2
Alt B
-0.16
(0.24)
0.01
(0.11)
0.37
(0.2)
0.01
(0.1)
0.07
(0.05)
0.24
(0.44)
Yes
103
0.23

Model 3
Alt C
-0.02
(0.04)
-0.08
(0.05)
0.15
(0.13)
0.96***
(0.05)
0.05
(0.04)
-0.34
(0.41)
Yes
103
0.91

Model 4
Alt D
-0.29
(0.18)
-0.19*
(0.1)
0.53**
(0.18)
-0.67***
(0.13)
0
(0.07)
0.67***
(0.16)
Yes
103
0.63

Model 5
Alt E
0.41
(0.23)
0.1
(0.13)
-0.38
(0.23)
-0.24
(0.18)
0.01
(0.08)
1.23***
(0.21)
Yes
103
0.22

Appendix Figure D1 Effect of soldiers' or workers' council on parliamentary vote. The Y-axis denotes the effect of having a soldiers' or workers' council in the
district center. The 95 % confidence intervals are based on the HC3 variant of White's robust standard errors. The control va riables (excluded from the
presentation) are the standardized percentage of the labor force occupied in industry, whether the constituency is rural or urban, whether the MP is from the
conservative bloc, the standardized mean vote share for the Labor party in the 1918 election in the MP's constituency, and a dummy variable for each county.
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Appendix Table D2 Effect of soldiers' council on vote for PR with seriatim removal of covariates
Covariate
Soldiers’ council
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share
Constant
County FE
N
Adj. R-squared
HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesis.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001

Model 1
Postpone
0.41
(0.23)
0.1
(0.13)
-0.38
(0.23)
-0.24
(0.18)
0.01
(0.08)
1.23***
(0.21)
Yes
103
0.22

Model 2
Alt B
0.44*
(0.21)

-0.28
(0.18)
-0.22
(0.18)
0.04
(0.07)
1.18***
(0.21)
Yes
103
0.22

Model 3
Alt C
0.34
(0.22)
-0.03
(0.11)

-0.36*
(0.16)
0.04
(0.08)
1.32***
(0.2)
Yes
103
0.19

Model 4
Alt D
0.41
(0.23)
0.08
(0.13)
-0.51**
(0.19)

0.02
(0.08)
0.98***
(0.09)
Yes
103
0.2

Model 5
Alt E
0.41
(0.23)
0.1
(0.12)
-0.38
(0.23)
-0.24
(0.17)

1.24***
(0.18)
Yes
103
0.23

Appendix Table D3 Effect of soldiers' council on vote for PR with extra controls

Covariate
Soldiers' council
Temperance movement, percent
Percent union members
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Party elite
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share
Constant
County FE
N
Adj. R-squared

Model 1
Postpone

Model 2
Alt B

Model 3
Alt C

Model 4
Alt D

Model 5
Alt E

-0.46
(0.24)
-0.03
(0.51)
-0.03
(0.09)
-0.06
(0.13)
0.4
(0.28)
-0.23
(0.15)
0.06
(0.18)
0.05
(0.1)
0.05
(0.55)
Yes
103
0.17

-0.05
(0.25)
-0.63
(0.77)
-0.01
(0.05)
0.02
(0.11)
0.34
(0.19)
-0.22
(0.13)
0.03
(0.11)
0.08
(0.06)
-0.46
(0.68)
Yes
103
0.24

-0.04
(0.05)
0.64
(0.69)
-0.01
(0.02)
-0.08
(0.05)
0.17
(0.14)
0.05
(0.07)
0.96***
(0.05)
0.05
(0.05)
0.51
(0.55)
Yes
103
0.9

-0.18
(0.19)
-0.23
(0.34)
-0.06
(0.05)
-0.19*
(0.09)
0.56**
(0.19)
-0.2
(0.13)
-0.65***
(0.12)
0.03
(0.08)
0.47
(0.37)
Yes
103
0.64

0.36
(0.24)
-0.13
(0.5)
0
(0.07)
0.1
(0.13)
-0.37
(0.24)
0.11
(0.16)
-0.25
(0.19)
0
(0.08)
0.95
(0.55)
Yes
103
0.2

HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesis.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001
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Appendix Table D4 Associations between covariates and municipality-level electoral results for the socialists in 1921.

Covariate
Soldiers' council
Pct. occupied in industry
Town
Conservative MP
Socialist vote share 1918
Constant

County FE
N
Adj. R-squared

Model 1
DNA
0.104
(0.109)
0.104**
(0.037)
0.147
(0.139)
-0.142
(0.076)
0.762***
(0.048)
-0.332*
(0.159)

Model 2
NSA
-0.175
(0.152)
0.185***
(0.053)
0.072
(0.176)
0.374**
(0.119)
0.259***
(0.054)
0.076
(0.296)

Model 3
DNA + NSA
-0.011
(0.088)
0.188***
(0.029)
0.162
(0.087)
0.09
(0.055)
0.772***
(0.038)
-0.233
(0.148)

Yes
611
0.679

Yes
611
0.438

Yes
611
0.795

HC3 robust standard errors in parenthesis.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001
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